Marathi Bhasha Diwas is celebrated on the birthday of eminent Marathi poet Vishnu Vaman Shirwadkar, more popularly known by his pen-name “Kusumagraj”. This year, the Student Council organized an interesting activity for celebrating this day. Throughout the one-hour activity, everyone conversed only in the Marathi language.

The event started off with the general introduction of marathi diwas given by Ms. Shruti Kulkarni along with recitation of one of the works of respected P.L. Desphande. Later a small video clip of
marathi Acapella was shown which was enjoyed by all. Later Mr. Archit Kadu recited a marathi poem composed by Kusumagraj. Followed by that Mr. Siddhesh Hatle gave a speech regarding significance of marathi language.

Later came the most exciting segment of the events that were games which were organised by Monisha, Sandali, Tanvi, Siddhesh, Archit and Shruti! First game involved guessing of marathi songs by the emojis displayed which was played by teaching and non teaching staff. Second game involved giving marathi words for English words! Audience thoroughly enjoyed both the games was played by the students. After that Dr. Sandip Zine sir shared his views on marathi diwas.

The program was concluded by a group song 'Laabhale Amhas Bhagya' sung by Shruti, Archit, Monisha, Tanvi, Sandali and Siddhesh.